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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we shall characterize the .2 Conway simple group (which we 
denote by .2C) of order 218 * 3s * 53 . 7 11 . 23 [2]. We prove the following 
THEOREM. Let G be afinite group of even order in which O(G) = Z(G) = 1 
and let z be an involution in G. Assume that the centralizer H of z in G satisf;es 
the following conditions: 
(i) lf E = O,(H), then E is a nonabelian group of order 512 and H/E z 
S,r(2), the simpletic group of dimension 6 over GF(2). 
(ii) If Q is a Sylow 5-subgroup of H, then C,(Q) 2 Z(E). Then the group 
G is isomorphic to .2C, the .2 Conway simple group. 
It has been shown by A. Rudvallis [II] that .2C satisfies the hypothesis 
of our theorem. Henceforth, G will denote a fixed group which also satisfies 
the hypothesis. The proof of the theorem is accomplished by constructing 
a unique graph and by showing that any group satisfying the hypothesis of 
the theorem must be isomorphic to the automorphism group of this graph. 
Our notation is standard (see [7]). 
The author wishes to thank Professor 2. Janko and Dr. S. K. Wong for 
helpful discussions relating to this paper. 
This section is concluded by proving the following 
LEMMA 1.1. The group E is an extra special group and is a central product 
of 4 quaterniongroups, and C,(E) = Z(E) = (z). 
Proof. Let X = Z(E) D(E). By hypothesis (ii) of our theorem, a Sylow 
5-subgroup of H acts fixed point free on E/X. Since X # 1 and X # E, 
the order of E/X is 16 or 256. Since H/E acts faithfully on E/X, the order of 
E/X > 64. It follows that 1 X 1 = 2 and thus E’ = D(E) = Z(E) = (z). 
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Since a Sylow 5-subgroup of H acts fixed point free on E/Z(E), E must be a 
central product of 4 quaternion groups and C’,(E) C E. 
2. THE STRUCTURE OF H 
Let X g SDs(2) and let x be an involution in X. We say that: 
x is of the “$rst kind” if 1 C,(x) = 2s . 32 . 5, 
x is of the “second kind” if / C,(x)] = 2s * 32, 
x is of the “third kind” if 1 C,(x)] = 29 . 3, 
x is of the ‘fourth kind” if 1 C,(x)1 = 2’ . 3. 
If h is an involution in H such that hE is an involution of the “ith kind” 
in H/E, we say that h is also an involution of the “ith kind”. Let y be an 
element of order 3 in X. We say that: 
y is of the ‘Ifirst type” if 1 C,(y)1 = 24 . 33 . 5. 
y is of the “second type” if I C,(y)1 = 22 . 33. 
y is of the “third type” if y lies in the center of a Sylow 3-subgroup of X 
and I C,(y)1 = 23 . 34. Further properties of X which will be required can 
be found in [16]. 
Let PO = (9 , %, cy3) be an elementary abelian subgroup of order 27 in 
H where cUi s of the “first type” in f7 = H/E. Let P be a Sylow 3-subgroup 
of H containing PO. We can find an element 01 of order 3 in P - P,, and we 
can assume that 01~ = ai” and that 0~~ = 01~~. We see that P’ = (ala22, a2cs2), 
Z(P) = (~r01~01a), and PO = J(P). We also have by the structure of SPs(2) 
that a1~22 is the “second type” and that 01~~1201~ is of the “third type”. We also 
note that every element in SDG(2) of order 3 is conjugate to its inverse. 
Let R be a Sylow 5-subgroup of CH(e& let Ei = C=(o~r), and let E, = 
[E, (~$1. Since R acts fixed point free on E/Z(E), we conclude that El = Z(E) 
and E2 = E. It then follows easily that CE(cyl%) = [E, (a1a2”>] g Q8 c Q8, 
the central product of two quaternion groups, and that Cz(~y1(~~~) = 
1-T <v2>1 z- Qs * Qs . 
We may choose four quaternion groups Qr , Q2 , Q3 , and Qa in E such that 
PI * Q2 = G(~P~~) and Q3 * Q4 = C~(oll~~) and E = Q1* Q2 * Q3 * Q4 . 
Acting on Q3 * QQ with (+~~a~), we see that Q3 * Q4 C [E, <alo/gJ]. 
Acting on Qi *&a with (01rcya , ~y3), we see that we can assume that 0~rz1o~sas 
centralizes Qi and Q2 C [E, (c+LY~o~~)]. We also see that Q2 = CE(~1~20132). 
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A similar >argument shows that we can assume that Qs = CE(~lolaa~s) and 
Q4 = GWws). 
We also note that C,(P) = Q1 . 
Suppose S is a Sylow 7-subgroup of H. We see that E = [E, S] * C,(S) 
where [E, S] is a central product of three dihedral groups of order 8 and C,(S) 
is a dihedral group of order 8. It follows that S centralizes elements of order 
4 in E. 
Let v be an element of order 4 in E and set X = N&(n)). We see that 
3 .5 / [H: X]. Assume that 7 / [H: X] and let co,, be an element of order 4 in 
C,(S). If X0 = NH((q,)), then we also see that 3 . 5/[H: X]. Since w,, +H v 
and E contains exactly 120 cyclic subgroups of order 4, we condlude that 
[H: X] = 105 [H: X,,] = 15. Weconclude that27 1 1 C,(a)1 and27 ) j C,(V,)\. 
It follows that both v and o,, are centralized by the commutator subgroups 
of Sylow 3-subgroups of H. Hence, both ZI and cuO are conjugate in H to 
elements in Qi . Since 01~ acts nontrivially on Qr , all the elements of order 4 
in Qi are conjugate in G. This contradiction proves that every element of 
order 4 in E is centralized by a Sylow 7-subgroup of H and thus, all the 
elements of order 4 in E are conjugate in H. It follows that [H: X] = 120 
and from the structure of Ss8(2), we conclude that X/E contains a subgroup 
of index 2 isomorphic to U(3,3). 
Let t be a noncentral involution in E and set Y = CH(t). A direct checking 
shows that every subgroup of order 9 in P contains elements of the “first 
type” or of the “third type” and since elements of either of these types do 
not centralize noncentral involutions in E, we conclude that 2 . 33 * 5 divides 
[H: Y]. Since E contains exactly 270 noncentral involutions all of these must 
be conjugate in H. From the structure of SP6(2), we see that Y/Y n E is 
isomorphic to the normalizer in SD6(2) of an elementary abelian subgroup 
of order 64, an extension of GL(3, 2) by an elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 64. 
We summarize these results with the following 
LEMMA 2.1. A Sylow 2-subgroup of H is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. If t is a 
noncentral involution in E, then CH(t)/CE(t) is a faithful and splitting extension 
of GL(3, 2) by an elementary abelian subgroup of order 64 and all of the non- 
central involutions in E are conjugate in H. If v is an element of order 4 in E, 
then N,,((v))/E contains a subgroup of index 2 which is isomorphic to U,(3) and 
all elements of order 4 in E are conjugate in H. 
By the structure of SpB(2), we can find a 2-group TI = (yI , yz , y3 , 7, z> 
in N,(P,,) such that T,/(z) is of order 16 and such that y1 is of the “first kind” 
in fl = H/E, jjljjZ is of the “third kind”, ? is of the “second kind”, and 
yr&jjs is of the “fourth kind” and such that 
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"2 9 a3' = 013, y1" = y2, 
yza = y3 , a' = a2, 
- Yl ' = 72 9 73' = 73, <k,'yz ,y3) G.S E,. 
A result of the action of T1 on P, , we see that 
Q:’ = Q4 9 82 = Qs, 
Q:“e =Q2, Q:1y2 =Qa, 
QF = Qi , i = 1,2,3,4, 
Qlr = Ql, Q2’ = Q2 > QsT = Q4. 
We note that if y12 = a, then H contains no involutions of the “first kind”, 
and if (~ry,)~ = z, then H contains no involutions of the “third kind”, and 
if (yly2y3)2 = a, then H contains no involutions of the “fourth kind.” 
If X = OS(C&CLQ)), then by [12] Xr 2, x zl, or 2s) the nonsplitting 
central extension of & by a group of order 2. 
LEMMA 2.2. The involution x is not conjugate in G to any involution in 
E-(x) andzwG z’ for some x’ in H - E. 
Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that z -o t where t E E - (z). 
Set X = CH(t), Y = O,(X), F = CE(t), and F0 = H n 0,(&(t)). We then 
havexEF0~X,X/Y~GL(3,2),Y/F~Y/F0gEM,andD(Y)CFnF,,. 
First suppose that (t, z) = D(Y) and let y be an element of Y - F such that 
yE is an involution of the “first kind” in H/E. We must have j C,(y)] < 32 
and so [F: C,(y)] > 8, a contradiction. It follows that (t, z) C D(Y) and 
since D(F n FJ = 1, we see that D(Y) = F n F,, z E32 . By the structure of 
GL(5,2), we see that Y2 = C,(D(Y)) C D(Y) and so F CFY, . By the 
structure of X/F, there is a unique normal subgroup Y, of X such that 
FCY,CYandweseethatFF,,=Y,ZFY,.WecannowfindxEFnF,, 
andyEFa--FnFasuchthat[x,y]=t. Buty=uwforsomeuEY2and 
er EF and so [x, y] = [x, uw] = [x, v] E (z), a contradiction. This shows that 
z +o t. By Glauberman’s Z*-Theorem [6], we conclude that z -o z’ for 
some a’ E H - E. 
LEMMA 2.3. If A C H and A= E,lO, then A n E E E32. 
Proof. By the structure of fi = H/E and E, we conclude that F = 
A n E z E,, or E,, . Assume that F z E,, . It follows that A contains an 
involution y of the “fourth kind” and that F = C,(y). Let N = N,(AE) so 
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that N/ArGL(3,2) and let y’=y”, HEN. Theny’=a*e, UEA, eeE 
and a is an involution of the “fourth kind” also. Thus,F = C,(a) and ue’ = ue 
for some e E E so that F = C,(y’) also. But then tl E N(F) and so F 4 N. 
Now let m be an involution of the “fourth kind” in A and let D = 
G(<r, +I z 4, . Then p C C,(F) which contains exactly two subgroups 
dsz. Set M = N,(D). We then have 29 . 3a .5 .7/j i@ 1 and so M = i7 
and D 4 H, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 2.4. We have z is not conjugate in G to any involution of the 
“fourth kind” in H. 
Proof. Suppose z -o y = yryeya . Let F = C,(y), X = C,(y), Y = 
O,(X), F, = H n Oa(Cc(y)). We see that Y/F z Y/F0 s Es4. Also we have 
that y is conjugate to every involution in yF. For this reason F n F, = 1 
and so D(Y) = 1. Since / Y 1 = 21° and / Y n E 1 = 16, we contradict the 
preceding lemma. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.5. We have z is not conjugate in G to any involution of the 
“third kind” in H. 
Proof. Assume that z -G II where u is an involution of the “third kind” 
in H. Set D = CE(u), X = CH(u), Y = 0,(X’) so that Y = (a) x yr in 
f7 = H/E where Fr z Q9 * Qs and F1 = [Y, B] for a Sylow 3-subgroup B 
of X. We note that Fr - Z( Fr) contains only involutions of the “third kind”. 
Also, set Ho = Cc(u), E, = O,(H,), and Do = H n E, . We must have z is 
an involution of the “third kind” in Ho . 
If Do n D = 1, then [Do , B] is an elementary subgroup of order 16 in Yr , 
a contradiction. If / Do n D j = 16, then .s mH zd for some d E D n Do , a 
contradiction. It follows that D n Do is a four’group and so we can find a 
four group W _C Do such that W is B-invariant, W n D = 1, z -H0 zuw for 
all w E W”. Since v C y1 , we conclude that w .- us wC t E E - (z) for 
some w E W#. But us - Ho zw - w and this implies that u - us, a contradic- 
tion. This proves the lemma. 
Set X = 03(CH(~)) and suppose that X z ,$‘a and set Y = x’. By a result 
of Schur [12], X - Y contains exactly one class of involutions and z is the 
unique involution in Y. Suppose r2 = x. It follows that yr2 = 1 and (yr~~)~ = z 
which implies that (yr~a)~ = z and so ya centralizes Y but not X. Now 
(yryayJ2 = z and since ys7 is of the “fourth kind” also, we have (~~7)~ = z 
and ya~ys = a+ = T. Since 7 E X - Y, we have a contradiction. Thus, 
72 = 1 and yr2 = z. Since (yryJ2 = z, then y;‘yrya = yrz. Also, (yr~~ya)~ = 
(yry$yae = z * z = 1 and so (~37)~ = 1 which implies y;%ya = TZ. Since 
there are no involutions of the “first kind” in H, we must have z - T or 71 , 
where T1 is an involution in TE not conjugate to 7. We see that rE contains 
481/31/I-7 
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exactly two classes of involutions in PI with representatives 7 and pi , that 
CE(7) s Qa * Qa x D, and CE(7r) z D, x E, , and that if X = C&T), 
Y = O,(X), X1 = C,(T,) and R = H/E, then Ys Qs * Qs x D, and 
X = Y(ol,ol, , ova , yryays) and X1 is a 2-group with i3, z a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of R. Suppose z wG 7 and let N = No(X). Since [N: X] = 6, we can find a 
3-element 01s E (N - H) n N((a 01 1 2 ,013)). Since Cy(4 z 2, x Qs , (01~) is 
normalized by 01~ and this is a contradiction, since (a) = Cr(ola)‘. Thus, we 
can assume that z -G 7r . Set F = CE(7r) and let X1* be a 2-group in Cc(7i) 
which contains Xi as a subgroup of index 2 and choose x E X,* - X. Since 
2(X,) C (T,)F, we see that zz = TJ for some f # 1 in F. But then (~~a)~ = f 
and since T1 N Liz, f = x. Now we can choose our notation so that Z(F) = 
(a, 24, a, 6) where T1 N t, for all t E Tl(U, b, z) and 7 y t, for all t E TIU(a, b, a). 
Set FO = Fe and assume f E (F n F,,)#. Since (Tlzf )” = zf x E F - (z), we 
see that f E ~(a, 6, a) and so 7 N G Tl.zf mG t, t E E - (a). Now assume 
F n FO = 1. Since F 4 Xi , we have [F, FO] = 1 and since F is nonabelian, 
FO contains involutions of the “second kind” only. It follows in this case as 
well that T N t, t E E - (a). Now let U be a Sylow 2-subgroup of X. Since 
z is not conjugate in G to any involution in Z(U) - (a), we conclude that U 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(~). Since [ U / = 215, this is a contradiction. 
We have proven 
LEMMA 2.6. We have C&05) is a direct product of (01~ , z) and a group C 
isomorphic to ZG . We may choose our notation so that both 7 and Z- lie in C - C’ 
and ylyz lies in C’. We have y3 centralizes C’ and since (yly3)2 = 1, we see that 
y3 centralizes C. This implies that 7 +H 72, y1 & ylz, and yly2 +H yIy2z. 
Assume now that z 7LG 7 and z +G TX. The argument preceding Lemma 
2.6 then shows that z +o T1 and so z wG rr where = is an involution of the 
“first kind” in H. Let N = CH(rr), J = O,(N), D = En N, and D, = 
H n Oa(Cc(~)). We then have N/ Je Za and J/D g J/DO E ES2 . If 
D n D, # 1, then D n DO g El6 and by the action of = on D, we conclude 
T mH nd, d E (D n Do)+, a contradiction. Thus D n D, = 1 and so DO 
contains involutions of the “second kind” in H. It follows that an involution 
t E E - (z) is conjugate in G to 7 which contradicts the fact that a Sylow 
2-subgroup of C,( T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(~). We have proven ) 
LEMMA 2.7. We have x wG TV where T,, = 7 or TX. 
Let x = c&,), y = o,(x), u = (% , u2> = [CY(%), <w%>l s D4 , 
To = Y<Y~Y~ , Y& 4 = C&J, 4 = O,UX,), F = Ho n E, 4 = H n 4 , 
(a, b) = [Z(F), (ma)] E D, where we assume [ya , u] = 1. 
If F n F, = 1, then FO centralizes F and contains involutions of the “third 
kind” which is impossible. It follows that F n F, = (a, b) and (a, b) C Z(F,). 
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Acting on (a, b) with U x (c&, we conclude that (a, b> C Z(Y) and so 
Z(Y) = (T,, , a, a, b). We also have T,,Z -H ~,a wHO a and so 7,, +c ~6 . 
Now both E and E,, normalize Z(Y) and if N = No(Z(Y)), then 
X N To N ToaX - TObz - T,abz, T,,X - Toa - T,,b - T,ab, 
and a-b Nab-az-bz - abz in N. If To2 + a in N, we contradict the 
structure of GL(4,2) and since AB(Z( Y)) g &, we conclude that Ao(Z( Y)) E 
& . It is easy to see that q+ is of the “second type” in H,, and since 
C[E, , (01rcy2~ai)] contains a subgroup ED, x Q8 and CEO(o(lcqxai) contains a 
subgroup zQs , it follows that CY~OI~(Y~~ is of the “third type” in H,, , i = 1 
and 2. This forces 05 to be of the “first type” in H,, . It follows that ur and UITo 
are of the “third kind” in Ha . Letf be a noncentral involution in [F, (aima)] 
so that TOf 7LH To or Tax. We see that TOf and f are involutions of the “third 
kind” in Ho . 
Now Set Too = yly2To so that Th a0 = To for some h E CH(aa) and such that 
(c4p22)h = o11a2 . Let E,,, = 02(CG(~,,)) and let 2, = E r\ E, , 2, = E n E,, , 
Z, = E,, n E,,, . Since (ui , u2) is Too-invariant, we can assume that Too 
centralizes ur . Then acting on Zi with (ui , To , Too, z) x (~a), we see that 
zi c cd<% > To 7 Too > x}), i = I, 2, 3. Since Z, c C~(OL~OL~~), we conclude 
thatEnEonE,o=landthisforcesJ=(u,,~0,~~,~,Zi~i=l,2,3)~ 
E,lO. If rr is an involution of the “first kind” in H and in J, then / = 
O&C,(n)) and so N&)/J= &. A similar statement holds for H,, and so 
NHo(/)/J~ & and in particular, M = Nc(J) _C H. It is clear that J = C,(A) 
and since H contains precisely one conjugacy class of subgroups isomorphic 
to J, we that z - To - Too in M. Let Tl = Tox2 , where xi E Z,#. We then 
have the following representatives of the classes of involutions in J under 
conjugation by H n M with the number of elements in each class also 
indicated: 
x 1 
7r 16 
7r.x 16 
Ul 240 
w 240 
To 60 
702 60 
71 360 
a 30 
Since z is not conjugate in G to any of a, 702, ur , or urz and one of v or TX 
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is conjugate to one of ur or uiz, we have the following possibilities for 
[M: M n H]: 
61, 77, 421, 427. 
By examing the prime divisors of the order of GL( 10,2), we see that the only 
possibility is that 
where rro = n or vx and so [M: M n H] = 77. If S,, is a Sylow 1 l-subgroup 
of M, we see that C,(S,,) = 1 by the structure of GL(10,2). It is now easy to 
see that [M: C&a)] = 330 and 
where u. = ui or uiz and that [M: CM(rl)] = 616 and 
Let Tr = CH(rl). Choosing zs in Zs# suitably, we can assume ys E 7’r , since 
71 = ToX2 . It follows that Z(T,) C (or , .zs , zi , z) where (x1) = Czl(ys). We 
also have U _C TIE and so use E Tl for some e E E. Assume that zrzs or 
zs E Z( Tl). It follows in either case that xs E C,(U) and thus Zs and ZilOLa re 
contained in C,(U). Since Qr * Qs = (Z, , Zp), we have a contradiction. 
It follows that Z(T,) C (TV , z1 , x) and so z is not conjugate in G to any 
involution in Z(T,) - (z). Th is implies that Tl is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
Co(~i) and in particular, 
Recalling that X = CH(~o) let X0 = NG((ro , z)). If g E G such that za = To , 
then Tog and z are involutions of the “second kind” in Ho C Cc(~o) and so 
Togho = z for some ho E Ho . It follows that gh, E X0 - X and that [X0: Xl = 
2. Let x0 E Nxo(<w2 , 3 01 )) - X. It follows that x0 normalizes both (~+a$ 
and (05) and so, normalizes C,(c+a,) n N,((o~,)) = (z, To, aria, , c+ , ys). 
We can assume then that x0 normalizes (z, To, ys) and so # E ys(z, To). 
We note that ys and ys.z are of the “first kind” in H and that ys~~ and ysrs.s 
are of the “fourth kind.” We also note that ys +o ysz. Replacing ys by ysz if 
necessary, we can assume that y? = ys and so (ysz)zo = y3To . It follows that 
x ; Y3 9 KTo ; Y3z z YlY2Y3 . 
We may choose our notation so that C = 03/CH(%)) = (z) x C, , where 
Clei&l, 1 u EC,‘,y,and~EC1-Ci’and~=u1~~y1~y3~~.N~~~o 
normalizes X, (a.&, and (qa2) and hence, x0 normalizes U = (ur , u2) = 
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[C,(cy,), (qx2)]. Assume r,, = 7. Then we have z - r N +a = UiX, i = 1,2, 
or 3, a contradiction. Thus 7O = zz. It follows that u,z - 7rz and a N ZJ~ N T. 
We have the following. 
LEMMA 2.8. If C = 03(CH(a3)), then C = (z) x Cl where C, z Ze and 
zfrr is an involution of the “first kind” in C, , we can assume that x -o rr -H y3 . 
If r is an involution of the “second kind” in Cl , we have 7 -o a E E - (x) 
and .z -o TX. Let u1 be an involution in C, and let r1 be an involution in TE 
conjugate in H to neither r nor rx. We then have u1 -o a and 
If J = Oz(CH(rr)), we have Jg E,lo and we can assume that T, 71 , a, and U, 
lie in J. Under conjugation by NH( J), J con t ains exactly nine classes of involutions 
with representatives, 
Under conjugation by M = No(J), J contains exactly three classes with 
representatives 
X - 77 - 72, UNT-ul, and 7l.Z - UIZ - 71 . 
We have [M: C,(z)] = 77, [AI: CM(a)] = 330, and [M: C,(rz)] = 616. 
The group G contains exactly three classes of involutions with representatives 
x, a, and 7rz 7 YlY23/3 * 
Finally, we have C&T~) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(~l) and is of order 215. 
LEMMA 2.9. If J1 is a subgroup of index 2 in J = 02(CH(rr)), then J1 
contains a conjugate of z. 
Proof. We can find four quaternion groups & = (~2~ , 6,) in E such that 
E = Q1 * Q2 * Q3 * Q4 and such that 
QF =Qm Qc=Qu 
Assume the lemma is false and set 4 = CZ, X = NH(J). If (r’)* 4 J1 
for some x E X, then 7r - (m’z)” E J1 , contrary to our assumption. But 
3-r’ -x 7r’ci363d46*z wx .rr’dlci2$& -X &Q@36a and so both ci,~@~6, and 
ci3r2,J36,z lie in J1 , a contradiction to our assumption. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2. IO: If X is a subgroup of odd order in G which is normalized by J, 
thenX= 1. 
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Proof. Assume X # 1. Then we have X1 = C,(jr) # 1 for some sub- 
group Jr of index 2 in J. Conjugating Jr by a suitable element in No(J) if 
necessary, we can assume that z E Jr and so X1 C H. This however contradicts 
the structure of H. 
LEMMA 2.11. The group H contains a subgroup S z Sg6(2) such that 
H=ES. SnE=I. 
Proof. Let Jo = Oa(C&)) z E,N and let D, = Jo n Oa(C&)). We 
then have D, n E = 1 and also CH(ola) contains a subgroup Zz Za . Let T,, 
be a Sylow 2-subgroup of ZD, . It follows that T,, n E = 1 and that T,E/E 
is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H/E. Set R = H/(z). Since E is abelian and 
T,, n ,!? = 1, we have by a result of Gaschutz [5], that i7 contains a subgroup 
,z$, g SJ2). Let S, be the preimage in H of &, . If z E S,‘, then S, contains 
an element s such that sa = Z, and such that SE is an involution of the “first 
kind” in H/E. However, this is a contradiction. It follows that S = S,’ z 
SD6(2). This proves the lemma. 
Now let X = Ns((a, z)) so that X covers N,((a, z))/E. Since X does not 
contain a subgroup of index 2, we conclude that X = C,(a) and that X 
contains subgroups K and L such that K d X, Kg Es4, L z GL(3,2), 
and X = KL. Now K contains a subgroup Kl s E8 such that Kl contains 
involutions of the “second kind” only and Kl 4 X. Set X,, = C,(a),F = 
X,, n E, and W = (Kl , a, z). If p E Kg, then pF = {p, Paz>, and so W 4 X0. 
By the proof of Lemma 2.8, we have that z has exactly 15 conjugates in W 
under conjugation by I = C,(a) and that az has exactly 15 conjugates also. 
Assume z wI x, x E X,, and x is an involution of the “first kind” in H. If 
zi = x, i E I, then z is of the “first kind” in Hi, a E O,(Hi), and so xa is of 
the “first kind” in Hi, a contradiction. Now assume xi = x, i E I, and x is of 
the “second kind” in H. We then have a E E n Ei and so (a, x, x) is the 
center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(x). Since (a, Z, TZ) is the center of a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(7x) and x N 7,s in H, we conclude that x N 7.~ in 
N,(<a, z)). Assume that x + TZ in X0 and so, x N -rb in X0 . We then have 
x N rb in I and hence, az - Tab N z, a contradiction. We have show that 
ccl,(~) n X0 C W. 
Now set Y = N,(W), Y,, = C,(W), and f = l/(a). We have the 15 
involutions in w are conjugate to z in 1 and also, that yr, = C,(w). Since 
Y,, n F C F, we conclude that 8 1 [F: Y, n F] and so 2s . 3 . 7 j [X,,: Y,]. It -- 
follows that Y/Y,, e A,, Y/Y0 s A,, and that 1 Y,, 1 = 211. Furthermore, 
we see that W possesses a subgroup W, of index 2 such that the involutions 
in W, are conjugate in Y. It is easy to see that 7 E W,, and that TZ and 
x E W - W, , because x N TZ + 7. 
Since K contains involutions of the “fourth kind,” 1 C,(K)/ < 16 and since 
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L normalizes C,(K) we see that C,(K) = (a, z). It follows that Z(Y,,) = W. 
NowD(Y,,)CY,,nFandsoz$D(Y,,) d an since Y, is nonabelian, D(Y,,) = 
Y,,’ = (a). It follows that Y,, = W, x YI. where Yr g D, * D, * D8 . 
Now asume that W + f and let M be a minimal normal subgroup of 1. 
Since J L I, it follows that O(r) = 1, and since W contains the center of a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of 1, we conclude that O,(r) = 1. It follows that M is a 
direct product of isomorphic simple nonabelian groups, that M n Y contains 
-- 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of M, and that M n P = W, Yr , or Y. Suppose that 
M n Y = W or Yr . Applying a result of Schult [13], we conclude that 
M z L,(4) x L,(4),L,( 16), L,(32) x L,(32), or L,(21°). In all cases, I/C,(M)M 
is solvable and it follows that Cf(M) involves A,. This contradicts the 
structue of Cl(%). Next, assume that PC M. Again by Schult [13], we see 
that 8? E L,(2”), S,(2,2”) the Suzuki simple group over GF(2”), or Ua(2”). 
In all cases, however, we contradict the structure of the centralizer of a central 
involution. We have shown that m Q 1 and so I = Y. This proves 
LEMMA 2.12. SetI = C,(a) and W = 2(0,(I)). We have W = W, x <a), 
where W, z E,, and the involutions in W, are all conjugate to ax in I, and all 
the involutions in aWo - {a} are conjugate in I to z. Also, O,(I) = W, x Do, 
where D0 is a central product of 3 dihedral groups of order 8. Finally, we have 
that I/O,(I) z A, and C,(O,(I)) = W. 
Recalling S g So6(2) and H = ES, we see that we can assume 7, u, E S 
and hence, n = Z+T, ya E S, and also yryaya E S. 
Now let X = CH(~) and X0 = X n S. Identifying n with (1, 2)(3, 4) ... 
(11, 12), we have X0 g CAIZ(r). We set up the following notation: 
rl = u,2)(3,4), 572 = (5,6)(7, g), 7ra = (9, lO)(ll, 12), 
T’ = u,3)(2,4), ~2’ = (5, 7)(6,% x3’ = (9, 11)(10, 12), 
77’ = 7rl’?r2’7r3’, o13 = u,3,5)(2,4,6). 
Then =r is of the “third kind” in H, 7ri?r2 is of the “second kind,” rri’ is of the 
“third kind” v1’m2’ is of the “third kind,” r’ is of the “fourth kind” and 
Jo = 02(X0) = (9 > 772 > 7r3 , (1, 2)(5,6), (1,2)(9, 10)). We then compute that 
ml’ -x o n2r3ni’ are the only two involutions of the “first kind” in Jo and that 
every involution of the “first kind” in X0 - Jo is conjugate in X0 to mar’. 
Also every involution in X0 - J,, of the “second kind” is conjugate in X0 
to win’. Now assume that z wM h E X - J, where M = Co(nz), we then see 
that z wiM ml’d or r&d where d E D = X n E. In one case, we have 
72 N n’ dz, an involution of the “third kind,” and in the other case, 
7~ N rr2~3r’ dz, an involution of the “fourth kind”; in both cases, a contra- 
diction. 
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Now set Mt, = Nnn(_l) so that [M,,: X] = 2 (recalling J = O,(X) g &lo). 
We also have M,, = .iVc((rr, z)). Let U be a Sylow 2-subgroup of X and let 
U,, be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M, containing U. We note that U,, is a Sylow 
2-subgroup of IM. Let u,, E U,, - U. We have Z(U) = (.a, a, ,7r, cir) where 
a, E D, d, = a, , r = x”o, am? 8r is of the “third kind” in H. Suppose 
z wM X, h E U, - U. Without loss of generality we can assume X = z+, and 
that a,&, wC z (replacing a, by uiz and &r by cirrr, if necessary.). Since z@ = 
z+,u,li, and u0 E C,(u,ci,), we have a contradiction. Next, suppose z M&, 
h E J - (P, z). Then J = O,(C,(h)) and so z N h in M,, , a contradiction. 
It follows that M = M, . O(M) by Glauberman’s Z*-Theorem [6], and since 
J C M, O(M) = 1 and M = M,, . Moreover, if D = Duo, then J = D x b 
and 2, = H n O,(C,(a)). Since C,(,,) 3 (rr), we see that 01~ is of the 
“second type” in Co(v) and so 01s wG ollolz . We note that the above argument, 
in fact, shows that z +G X E M - X. Assume now that a, wG h E M - X. 
Again, we may assume that h = us . We then have u,al = uou,8, and that 
~4s E C,(u,B,). It follows that ti,-, E O,(C,(u,ci,)). We then have or* = 
PU,U,,~U, = us.z&rul E O,(C,(u,&)) and so zz E O,(C,(ur~,)), a contradiction. 
We have proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.13. Set M = C,(VZ) and Ml = M n H. We then have 
[M: Ml] = 2 and Ml/J g ZY6 (a split extension) and Ml J z Aut A, , the 
group of uutomorphisms of A,, where J = O,(M,) = E,IO . Moreover, every 
involution in M - Ml is conjugate in G to 7r.z. Also, we have a+ wG ala2 . 
3. ON THE ORDER OF G 
We retain the notation introduced in the lemmas of Section 2. In particular, 
I = C,(u) and M = C,(TZ). 
For t = a, a, and xz, let f(t) denote the number of ordered pairs (x, a) 
such that x wC a, y wG x and t E (xy). By the order formula of J. Thompson 
(proven in [S]), 
Suppose x ffo a and z E (XT). Since r + ma, we have (x, z) wH (.rr, z) 
and hence, x is of the “first kind” in H, a contradiction. 
Next, assume x wG a and z E (xrz). Since rz + 7, we see that (rz, z) is 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of (x, ~,a) and that x w,, 7; Since 1 CE(rz)J = 2’, we 
conclude that <x, TZ) is of order 4 or 12 and that if /3 is an element of order 3 
in {x, TX), then /3 is of the “second type” in H. By the structure of NH(#)), 
we can find a unique dihedral group X of order 12 containing (/?, z) such that 
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X = (u, v), u m,, r, a mH rz and there are exactly 6 ordered pairs (ui ,q) such 
that ut N u, vi N v and X = (ui , vi). It follows that the number of ordered 
pairs (u, v) such that u mH , r v N H~z, z E (uv) and (u, v) s D,, is 
6[H:N,(@))] = 6. 121° -3.5 * 7 
= 211 . 32 . 5 . 7 
If (x, TZ) E D, , then x = T and so the number of ordered pairs(u, v) such 
that u -H 7, v wH TX, z E (uv), and (u, v) s D, is 
[H: C&z)] = 22 . 32 * 5 . 7. 
This prove the following. 
LEMMA 3.1. We havef(z) = 22 * 36 * 5 . 7 * 19. 
We shall now use notation introduced in the proof of Lemma 2.13. If 
Ml = M n H, we have seen that every involution in M - Ml is conjugate 
in G to ~z. Suppose x E Ml and x mG a. We have x mM t where t E nl’D, 
nl’rr2’D, n&D, TT~D, TlnTTzD, or D. Suppose y E Ml and > wG z. We have 
y wM1 I( where u E nwl’D, rln’D, nln2D, TD, or y = z. 
Suppose 7r.z E (xy). Since nlnmr is of the “fourth kind” in H, we have 
YD 6, n’nlTID. Since mrl’D contains exactly 8 involutions, 4 of which are 
conjugate under D to nnl’, 4 of which are conjugate to mr’z and since nl’z 
is conjugate to neither a nor z in G, we see that XD 7LM, vnl’D. 
We have nln2 - nln2az - npr,bz - n,n,abz where 
<a, b) = [~(G(vA), (41 
by the proof of Lemma 2.8. Also we have nlr2 +M1 nln2az and npzaz N 
npr,bz N np,ubz in Ml and we can find a Sylow 2-subgroup Ur of Ml such 
that Z( U,) = (n, n1n2 , a, z). If U is a Sylow 2-subgroup of M containing 
U, , then we have seen Z(U) = (nz, n2al) where q = u or uz. Since Z(U) 
contains an involution conjugate in G to a, we must have a, = az and 
~a mLI a.~. It follows that nau N U v,ngzz mC a and so a +c n,uz. For this 
reason y +M1np-2a. We are then left with two possibilities: y wM1 nln2 or 
y~M1nd,dED-(z).If~zE( nln2zx), then (x, nrms) s D, and x = 7~s . 
If nz E (xnd), then (x, nd) s D, and x = dz. Since [Ml : C,,,(nln2z)] = 
[Ml : C,l(?rd)] = 15, we have proved the lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. We have f(m) = 30. 
We now return to the notation of Lemmas 2.12 and 2.13, X = C,(u), 
I = C,(a), K = O,(X), X = K . L, L g GL(2,3). We can assume K = 
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(,ri , ~a , us, rr‘, .TT~‘, ma’) and W, = (TT~ST~ , rpr3 , mr’, uz). We can also find 
an element /3 of order 3 in X such that 
?Q = 37 772 8- 2, - r3 7 (?Q')B = 7r2', (7r,')B = 7r3'. 
Furthermore, we can find an involution /of the “third kind” in X such that G 
inverts p and 
=1 
e=r =3 e- 2, - 773 3 (?Tl')! = iT2', (7r,')C = n3'. 
Set B = GE(a), 1a = O,(I), and B, = B n I, . It follows that I,, = KB, and 
B, z E,, . Since C&I) s 2, x D, , we can find an involution b, E C&3) - I,, . 
It follows that 6, centralizes rrln2 , 7r2r3 , and as and that (~n’)~o = T&U. 
There are exactly 8 involutions in b,W,, , 6 of which are conjugate in W,(/?) 
to nr~sb,, , and b, - b, as. We also have the following action of L’b, and /on W,,: 
lbb,: r1*2 - 57P2 8: 7rp-2 ---f 77pT, 
77lT3 - 7rZT3 n1373 - r2773 
imr’ ---f mr’az 7m’ + n-77’ 
ax + az az ---f ax. 
We can find an involution x E C&9) such that & = xz and C&7) = 
(a, x, x> cz Es . 
Suppose h is an involution in H - E. We make the following elaboration 
on our description of h, see Table I. 
TABLE I 
Ifh-,q then h is of the “. . kind” 
“lath” 
“lbth” 
“2ath” 
“2bth” 
“2cth” 
“3ath” 
“3bth” 
“4th” 
If x = &,,,,‘, then h is of the “2ath kind” in Hand a is of the “3ath kind” 
in C&Z). We then have a +o Xxa and s +o hza. If x +o ha, then a is of 
the “3ath kind” in C&a) and so a .+c A, a contradiction. Thus, .a +o Aa. 
Since [x, A] E (a, z), we must have (ha)* = AZ. We thus have the Table II. 
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TABLE II 
twll “kinds” of involutions in tWo 
M2b) 
424 
k%(2) 
hm(4) 
Xa(2a) 
haz(2c) 
Aax(2) 
Xm(4) 
Am’z(3b) 
Xaa’za(3) 
/\zx?rd(3) 
hza’(4) 
hm’a(3) 
Xm’(3a) 
Am’ax(3) 
hn’a(4) 
Ifr=I/w,, we then see hz + .% in 1. 
Since C&3) = (a, z, TV’, 7r, x) is nonabelian, we have [v, x] = a and so 
(AXX)” = hxxu. If z Nc hzx, then hzxa is of the “third kind” in C,(hzx), a 
contradiction. Since (h~)~ = Axa, a similar argument shows z + &VU. We 
conclude that hz + Xzx and z +I AM. It now follows that a is not conjugate 
in G to either hxx or hxu. 
If a - huxmr’ N hzxrrrr’ in G, then Xxrrrr’ N hxrr&z, a contradiction since 
hnn’ is of the “third kind” in H. It follows that XzxW,, contains at most 2 
involutions which are conjugate in G to a. Since AzuW,, contains at least 4 
involutions conjugate in G to a, we have Xzu +I G. We also have Xxu 7cih?rz. 
Since ~7rrr’xu wI Xrr?r’x +c hrrrr’xz, we see that XxuW,, contains exactly 2 
involutions conjugate in G to a. It follows that G + G. 
By the action of A, on a central product of 3 dihedral groups of order 8 
(see [9]), we have I- 1, contains exactly 5 classes of involutions with repre- -- 
sentatives XX, Xzu, hzx, hz~, and p where ii is one of the 24 involutions in 
&&, , all of which are conjugate in I. Also I,, can be expressed as a central 
product of two quaternion groups and a dihedral group of order 8 in which hx 
interchanges the two quaternion groups and centralizes the dihedral group 
and p acts as an outer automorphism on each of the quaternion groups and 
also centralizes the dihedral group. Furthermore, we have 
[f: CT Ax)] = [I: CI(hxu)] = 420, 
- 
[I: Cp(Axx)] = [f: C,(Xm)] = 840, 
[I: Cf(P)] = 5040. 
There are no involutions o ~1, - (a) such that ZE (&6) or (hza 6), there 
are exactly 8 such involutions such that a E (G 5) and there are exactly 36 
such that 5~ (p . e). Finally, 6e N - 6,~ N Xzx and all involutions in 
b,W, - {b, , baas} are conjugate in G to Z-Z. 
Suppose (&J2 = xt, t E (a, x). Then (~t)~o = (xt)” and so P = &, a 
contradiction. We must then have (&+J2 = 1, a, or us. 
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Assume (&J,# = 1 for some i E I, . Since && - p - &a in 1, we have 
Lb& -I L’b,iz and so Lb,+ -C m. 
We also have n is the only conjugate of z in Z-W,, and that 9 , ~a , and ~a 
are the only conjugates of a in rrW,, . 
Suppose x E I - (a) and x -o a. It .follows that x is conjugate in I to one of 
az, Tl, =2, n3, Xrm’a, A, ATT’, or 
X~~ZT’XU~, E = 0 or 1 (but not both). 
Suppose y E I and y -o x. We then have y is conjugate in I to one of 
z, rr, or ha. 
Since Xz +c hza, a $ (x&z) for any x -o a in I. Let fi( y) denote the 
number of elements in 
Kx, Y) I x - 4 Y - z, a E <xY)) 
for y = x, ?T, or hz. We have shown f&z) = 0. 
Suppose a E (&), x -c a. If x E I - I,, , then 9 - hzx in f because (3, ;;> 
is nonabelian. In &, we then find exactly 8 conjugates yi , ya ,..., 7s of ii 
such that go (~7~). If yi is chosen in such that yi pi N 7r, then a E (xy,), 
i = 1, 2,..., 8. It follows that the number of ordered pairs (x, y) such that 
a~(xy),y~,~,andx~I-I~is[~C,(x)].8=2~.3~5~7.Ifx~I~, then 
(x, n) g Dsand the number of such x’s is3 times the number of involutions in 
.&, - CrO(+) and so 3 * 32. It follows that the number of pairs (x, y) such 
thatxNa,yN,X,aE(xy)andxEI,is96[I:C,(n)]=96.70=26.3.5.7. 
Next, assume aE (xz), x-a. We then have a = xx, x = az, and so 
f&z) = 1. It follows that 
f(a) = 15 + 27 * 3 * 5 * 7 + 26 * 3 -5 * 7 = 15(1345). 
This with Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 immediately gives the following. 
LEMMA 3.3. We have the order of G is 218 * 36 . 53 . 7 * 11 .23. 
4. A SUBGROUP ISOMORPHIC TO A,‘(4) 
In this section we construct a subgroup G,, of G such that G,, g &l(4), 
the projective special unitary group of 6 dimensions over GF(4). We also 
show that G, is of index 2 in Gr = No(G,J and that G1 is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Aut G, . 
We shall use notation introduced in Sections 2 and 3 at first. 
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LEMMA 4.1. If C = Cc(~), then C = (a& x C,, where C,, = C&J g 
Aut A;(4). 
Proof. Suppose C/(U.& g Aut A,1(4) and set C = CT/(&. In the proof of 
Lemma 2.8, we have seen that z N TZ in C(ys) n N((c&) and so z N TZ in 
C’s . It follows that Cs contains a proper subgroup &‘a x Z6 and from this 
it follows that C,, = C and C = (01s) x C,, . It remains to show C g 
Aut A:(4). 
Set X0 = Co(o+& We then have U, = (Qs *Q&T, ys) is a Sylow 2- 
subgroup of X,, and every involution in U = (Qs * Q&T) is conjugate in G 
to either z or 7. Since 7ys is of the “fourth kind” in H, we see that X,, has a 
subgroup X of index 2, not containing 7ys . If Y = C&T), then by the proof 
of Lemma 2.8, NxO(Y)/Y z 2, x Zs and so z N 72 in X. It follows that U is -- 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of X and if X = X/(q+), then Nx (Y)/Y E A,. Since 
z and 72 both act f.p.f. on O(X), we see that O(X) C C,(T) and ) O(X)1 
divides 3 . 5 7. Acting on O(X) with Qs * Q, , we conclude that O(x) = 1. 
Suppose X, is a minimal normal subgroup of 1. We see that X1 must be _A 
simple and that U(~,O~~~) C X1 n C(Z). We then see that Xi 1 Nx(Y) and it 
follows that X1 = X. By [lo], we conclude X g PS,(4,3) z A,‘(4). By the 
structures of the centralizers of involutions, we must have XO/(ollolz) g 
Aut A,l(4). Since as wG cu,c+ , the lemma is proven. 
Now in C,, , we can find a subgroup C, x C, x C, where Ci g Zs , 
i = 1,2,3, and such that z E C, . We can also find involutions &, , 8, in C’s 
such that (6,) 8,) E Za and 
[Cl , &I = 1, c$ = c, , 
[C3 ,811 = 1, c: = c, . 
Set xl6 = z and let xsr , w1 denote the remaining two involutions in C, . Set 
6, = soy3 and 6, = &a set 
81 
'25 = %I ' 
42 
X34 = X25 ' X 
81 60 
52 = '61' '43 = x52 ' 
61 
w2 = WI 9 
80 
w3 = w2 , 6, = 62. 
We note that x26 and x, are involutions of the “second kind” in H. We also 
set: 
z15 = E n 02(c,(x2,)), 214 = -Q, 
z24 = z%, z,, = .q; , v-1, 6% 2). 
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We have E = (xi& Z,,Z,,Z,,Z,, and that U = E(x,,) Z,,Z,,(x,) is a group 
of order 215 and Z(U) = (xi&. Set B = U(CX,>, W = (q , w2, w3, ii,,, S,), 
and N = W(c+). We shall show that (B, N) is a (B, N)-pair (in the sense of 
[4]) for A,l(4). We shall retain the above notation for the remainder of the 
paper. The survey article by R. Carter [l] is a useful reference. 
Next, set Z,, = {xi5(t) 1 t E GF(4)} where xi5(0) = 1 and q5(t) +,(u) = 
xi5(t + u), t, u E GF(4). Also choose E in GF(4) such that l 2 = 1 + E. We 
may choose our notation in Z,, such that: 
x15(1)y3 = X15(1)> X15(4- = %5(E2), 
X&)a” = Xr5(E2). 
For t E GF(4), set: 
x14(4 = 315w, Xl&) = %4wS> 
x12(9 = %5W29 X2&) = %4W, 
x,(t) = x2*(t)““. 
We then have G&J = (xl6 , ~~~(11, xdl), +.(l), x12UD and Cd4 = 
G-15 9 Zl, > 42 > X16). 
Finally, set E = E/(x& and consider i? as a vector space over GF(2). 
The following elements comprise a basis for E: 
--- -- 
Vl = x15(1), v3 = X14(1)> v5 = Xl,(l)? VT = %2(l) 
-- 
v2 = X15(E), v4 = X14(E), vii = 44, vs = X12(4- 
Is is now easy to determine the matrices of 01s) ~a, X, , ws , and 6, with 
respect to the above basis. 
Since xas( 1) is an involution of the “third kind” in H, C,(x,,( 1)) is abelian. 
It follows CE(S~~(~ 1) = Ok , Z13 , x1&. Since [x2d1), x14(1)1 E Z15 n C(y& we 
must have 
[x23(1), %d1)1 = x15(1)- 
Similarly, we must have 
It is then an easy matter to verify: 
Lx23(1h X~4(E)1 = -%k), L%&h %2(41 = %(E)- 
Thus, we have determined the matrix of xss( 1). 
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LEMMA 4.2. If I? = C,(x,,), then I? n E = 1. If VI = (xz5 , tea, Z,, , Z&, 
B, = u1(a3), w, = (w3 ) is,), Iv1 = W1(a,), then (B, ) A$) is a (B, Iv)-pair 
for HI = a , NJ, HI Lx Q(4), and H n l? = HI&). We also have 
G-23 3 % 7 4l> z M4). 
Proof. Since xra 6 I^i, it follows that I? n E is elementary abelian of order 
16 or less. If Y = (+,~,a , xE5x5a , L+, then Y C H n I? and Y is elementary 
abelian of order 27. Since Y normalizes Z? n E, we muts have Z? n E = 1. 
Next, we note that HI = (x3* , x&l), 0~~ , 6, , wa) and since Z? n E = 1, 
we see that the representatition of HI on E = E/(X& is an isomorphism. 
It is then trivial to verify that X = (Z,, , 01~ , 8,) s L,(4) by setting X, = 
Z,,(og) and seeing that X = X1 u X,8,X, . Next, set l? = O,(G) and set: 
z51 = 8 n 02(w%2)), z4, = E n O,(W,))~ 
-G = 12 n 02GW)~ z2, = .8 n 02(W25))7 
Z4, = 02G(~52N n 02G(xd~ 
.G2 = 02G(~52)) n 02G(x34N. 
Also, set V = (xel , Z5, , Z4, , -G , Z2, , xs2 , Z4, , -G2 , x4& We then have 
v = uwo, where w0 = w1w2wa, Next, we see that C,(x,i) = Vi and 
C”h3) = Vl = <x52 7 Z,, , Z,, , xqs). It follows that 
U n V C U, n V, C Cul(x,,) n C vl(~,,) C (x& n (x4& = 1. 
We can now verify directly that Hr = (Jwew, B,wB, and that each element 
in HI has a unique representation in the form brwur’, where 6r E Bl , w E W, , 
and pi’ E U, with the property that (ur’)” E V, . From this we conclude that 
1 HI 1 = 26345 and it follows easily that HI z ~&i(4) by the structure of SD6(2). 
Using the fact that (Z,, , aa , 8,) e L,(4), we can verify directly that 
Go = 0% W = Uwsw BwB and that every element in G,, has a unique 
representation in the form bwu’ where b E B, w E W, and u’ E U with the 
property (u’)~ E V. It follows that 1 G, 1 = 215 . 36 . 5 . 7 . 11 and now using 
the work of Seitz and Fong [4] (and also that of Tits and Curtiss), we conclude 
that G,, s &i(4). Since y3 normalizes B and N, we see that (y&G0 is iso- 
morphic to a subgroup of index 3 in Aut &l(4). Thus, we have 
LEMMA 4.3. The group GO = (B, N) s A,1(4) and [G,: G,,] = 2, where 
Gl = G&y& is isomorphic to a subgroup of the automorphism group of G,, . 
Now set /3r = ~r~x~r , p2 = xa5xr,2 , & = xa& , and j3a = S,6, , so that 
P,, = (/3r, /3a, ,6a , /3,,) is a Sylow 3-subgroup of C’o(c~a) n C&J. In 
C(xaJ n CH(&’ we can find a four group V, = (u, u’) such that (~a~, &) = 
X, normalizes U,, and U,& E & . We assume, that xaq centralizes u. Since 
Cw(a,)’ n C(u) = U,,(X~~X~~), we must have U$ = U, if uao = u. It then 
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follows that (o/~ , j$ , &) would normalize U, , a contradiction to the structure 
of SBg(2). We conclude that & = UX~~X~ . 
If A = (x16, Z,, , Z,, , xZ5 , 2, , x& z Ep , then C,(A) = (A, u). Since 
U,, = [0,(C,,(x2J) A C((Y~), (&)], we conclude that 6, normalizes UO, and 
acting on U,, with (6,) x (&), we must have 6, centralizes lJ, . Since y3 
centralizes u, we must have the following commutator identities: 
If &I = G3,42,Z23, a3 , 4, , 8,) then 4, cx L,(4), N,o(A) = AL,, , 
[&,,ulCAL,, and (ys , w6,y,) is a four group of outer automorphisms. Since 
N = iVGI(A) is a maximal subgroup of G1 and u # G1 , we must have 
N = G1 n Glu and so the member of distinct right casets of G1 in 
G,uG, is 891. By the structure of G, , we have 
Gl = N u Nw,N v Nw,w,N v NwJ’ 
where w0 = w1w2w,, and [N: N n NW31 = 42, [N: N n N’J@~] = 336, and 
[N: N n N”o] = 512. If X = CH(a3) and X, = X n G1 , then we must have 
X = X, u X,UX, and also, 
uwu. E XluXl C GluGl , w = w3 and w2w3. 
If G* = (G1, u), then G* 1 H. If M* is a minimal normal subgroup of 
G*, then / M* 1 is even and it follows that H C M* and hence, M* = G*. 
We now conclude that G* = G. In particular G, u G,uG, is not a group 
and so v = uw,,u 4 G1 u G,uG, . 
Set M = G1 n G,“. We must have [G,: M] < 2’ . 11 and also we see that 
L, = uL,u C M. 
If 6 = y3yaS1 and X = C,JS), w h ere C,, = 03(CG(+J), then I’ = O,(X) is a 
central product of two quaternion groups and X = Y(x,,x,, , /3J$ , x34 , /13) 
and we can choose Yi = (ai , bi) G Q8 inY,i=1,2,suchthatY=Y,*Y2 
and u = a1u2, U,, = (a,~, , b,b,). We may then determine the following 
action of <x16x25 , AB2 ,h , i333> on Y: 
Xl6X25: ul - u2 
b, + b, 
x34: a, -+ u,s 
bl -+ b,a, 
PG 0, - b, ~2 - be 
6, - 4 4 - 42 
A/32: ~1 - a,b, a2 - b2 
bl - ~1 b, --, u2b2 . 
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We then conclude that vwev = 6w, E Gr - G, and so w,, E Go n G,” - G,,“. 
Set i14,,=GonG,,u. Since Y3EM-GonG,u and woEG,,nGIW--MM,, 
we see that M, is a normal subgroup of index 4 in M. Since 02(M) contains 
a Sylow 7-subgroup of Gr and 8 does not divide the order of a Sylow 
7-normalizer in Gr , we conclude that M0 = O”(M), and again considering 
a Sylow 7-subgroup, we see that M,,’ = M,, . By considering a Sylow 
11 -normalizer in Gi , we conclude that 11 f j M, 1. 
Now set C, = C,, n Gi , so that C, = </3r , ,!I2 , /3a , xl6 , x25 , xa4 , 8, = 
s 1Y3 , 8, = %Y3>. We have cl n clu = (xl6 , x25 , % , & , 8dc25x34) and 
Cl n Cl’ = (AP3 , P2F3 , w, 82x25x34 , h>. Since MO 2 (4 , IV3 , t%P3> and 
1 M, ) > 27365 7, we see that M,, = (L, , ,@I3 , /?2s,W) z U,(3) and that M s a 
subgroup of Aut U,(3). We thus have 
LEMMA 4.4. If N = Gl n G,” and M = Gl n G,“, then N = N,1(A) = 
AL,(y3) and M,, = 02(M) E U,(3), [M: M,,] = 4, and M = MD(y3, wo). 
In addition, we have G = Gl u G,uG, u G,vG, . Also, there are 891 right 
cosets of Gl in G,uG, and 1408 in G,oG, . 
Set /? = &!?Z~32, X = N,,,,(@)), X0 = X n M,, and Y = O(X). We then 
have [X: X0] = 4 and X,/Y z GL*(2, 3), and so there is a unique subgroup 
Xi of index 2 in X,, . If U = M n Mxo where x0 = ~r~xa~x~~, then Y C U 
because Y = O(Nc,(@))). W e note that Y is an extra special group of 
order 36. If U, z, E& , then MxOu = Mx,,v if and only if uo-l E C=,(X,) and we 
conclude that [M: v] > 280. By the structure of M, we must have UC X. 
Since X = X&w, , y3) and CL,(x,,) _C X,, , we see that [X0: X,, n u] = 1,2, 
or 3. If this index is less than 3, we conclude that x0 normalizes Xi . It follows 
that xaw,, which is of order 3 also normalizes Xi and since 36 ) 1 Xi I, we have 
a contradiction. We have shown that 1 U 1 = 2! . 36, f = 5 or 6. 
Since (L, , f12&,3) n H contains a subgroup isomorphic to El, * A,, the semi- 
direct product of El, by A,, and since El, * A, is a maximal subgroup in U,(3), 
we must have [M: M n MQe] = 567, and thus, [M: M n MS@] = 840. This 
combined with a result in the proof of Lemma 4.4 now proves 
LEMMA 4.5. Thegroup G, = N v Nw,N v Nw,w,N u Nw,N and Nw,N 
contains 42 right cosets of N, Nw2w3N contains 336 such cosets, and NwaN 
contains 512 cosets. Also, the group Gl = MU Mx,,M v Mx,M, where 
x,, = xlax2sx34 , and Mx,,M contains 567 right cosets of M and MxoM contains 
840 such cosets. Finally, we have M n N = L,(y3), where L, E Lou = L,(4). 
5. THE UNIQUENESS OF G 
In this section we construct a graph which is uniquely determined by the 
structure of A,l(4) extended by a field automorphism. We then show that 
&I/31/1-8 
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G is a subgroup of index 1 or 3 in the automorphism group of this graph. 
Since G is a simple group, the uniqueness of the graph proves the uniqueness 
of G. We will be using the notation of Section 4. 
Let Q be the set of elements (which we will call points) consisting of a 
distinguished point a, the right cosets of N in Gr , and the right cosets of 
M in Gi . The points in 52 will be comprise the points of our graph and we will 
use the symbol Q to simultaneously denote the set of points and the graph 
whose adjacency relations are defined as follows: 
(i) a is adjacent to each point in d(a), the set of right cosets of N in 
G1 , and to no other point. 
(ii) The coset Ng, g E G, , is adjacent to a, to the cosets of N in 
Nw,Ng v Nw,w,Ng, and to the cosets of M in iPINg. 
(iii) The coset Mg, g E Gr , is adjacent to the cosets of N in NMg and 
to the cosets of M in Mxs4Mg. 
Define the following action of G, on Q: 
ug = a, (Nx)g = Nxg, and (Mx)Q = Mxg, for all x g E Gr . 
It follows that G, is a subgroup of the stabilizer of the point a in the auto- 
morphism group, G*, of the graph Sz. 
Using the notation in the proof of Lemma 4.4, we have 
C&3%) n 03(C&3)) 
is an extension of Yr * Ya , a central product of two quaternion groups, by 
(x1sxa5 , /3#a , X~~, ps), and furthermore, every noncentral involution in Y1 * Ys 
lies in G,uG, , and every element of order 4 lies in G,vG, . Using this, we 
obtain by direct computation the following list which gives the number of 
right cosets of Gr in the given double coset: 
G,uN 1 
G,uw,N 42 
G,uw,w,N 336 
Guwdv 512 
GpN 512 
G,W 896 
GpM 324 
G,U,2M 567 
G,vM I 
Gvx34M 567 
G,vx,,M 840; 
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and we also have the following decompositions: 
G,uG,u = Gl u G,uw,N u G,uw,w,N v GpN 
G,vG,u = G,uw,N u G,v/~~N 
G,uG,v = G,uM u G,vx,M 
G,vG,v = Gl u G,u/?,~M u G,vx,M. 
The rank 3 graph constructed from the cosets of Gi in G (see Wales [15] is 
isomorphic to the graph Q under the following mapping of points: 
This proves 
LEMMA 5.1. The group G is a subgroup of G*, the automorphism group of 
thegraph Q, and since G acts transitively on the set of right cosets of G, in G, we 
conclude that G* acts transitively on Q. 
Set L = M n N, and let b denote the coset N and let c denote the coset M. 
Also, let r(a) d enote the set of right cosets of M in Gr . The following 
properties are a direct consequence of the structure of Gr . 
Since NW, is adjacent to exactly 256 points in Nw,N, and Nw~w, is adjacent 
to exactly 192 points in NwJV, it follows that both the sets Nw,N and Nw,w,N 
are invariant under G$, . Since c is adjacent to each point in NwgxxL and is 
not adjacent to any point in Nw,L, we must have both the sets Nw,x,L and 
NwJ. are invariant under G& . Since Mx,, is adjacent to exactly 5 points in 
NwSL and Mx,,x,, is adjacent to exactly 13 points in Nw,L, we conclude that 
both Mx18L and Mxl,x,,L are invariant under G& , 
Set X = Gz,,, so that X n G = L. Let A, denote the 21 points in Mx,,L, 
A, denote the 210 points in Mx,,x,,L, and A, denote the 280 points in Mx,,L. 
We have shown that (li is X-invariant for i = 1,2, 3. 
A direct check shows that Mx,, is adjacent to exactly 12 points in (1, , and 
that no other point in (I, is adjacent to the same set of 12 points. It follows 
that the subgroup of X which fixes each point in fl, also fixes each point in (1, . 
Set T = CL(xrBxa5). The point Mx1Bx25 is adjacent to exactly 5 points in 
A, , the 5 points in iMx,,T u Mx,,x,,x,,(l)T. We call these 5 points the 
block B in /1, which corresponds to the point Mx,,x,, in /1, . Since the 9 
points in MxJ l)T U ib2 xr6xn,(1)T all correspond to the block B above, we 
conclude that there are exactly 21 blocks all of which may be obtained by 
the action of L on B. If (B) denotes this set of 21 blocks, a direct check shows 
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that L, and hence X, acts doubly transitively on (B). Let K denote the kernel 
of the natural permutation representation of X on (II). 
The blocks in (B) are the sets {A%} where x runs through each of the 
following sets: 
(1) c% ? x25 > %iX25%5Wl 
(2) {X16 Y x34 9 %%4~14(~)~ 
(3) tx25 9 %34 9 X25X34X24(t)} 
(4) {xll3 9 x25x34x24(1 )1 XOX24(1) ‘la@) X15(t)) 
(5) hJ , X25X34X24(E2)* XOX24(E2) ‘14&) X15(tE2)) 
(6) {xl6 7 x25x34x24(+ ‘+24(‘) xl4(te2) X15(tE)) 
(7) ix25 9 xU3x34x14( 1 )9 xOxl4(1) X24(t) X15(t)) 
(8) ix25 3 %e%4X14(~2)~ %X14(~2) x24&) x&N 
(9) 
WY 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
ix 25 I XltiX34X14(~)~ X~X14(E) ‘24h2) x15(iE2)) 
{x34 9 %X25X15( 1 )Y %‘%5u )%4(f) X14(% 
{x34 9 X16X25X15(E2)~ XOX15(E2) x24(t’2) x14(tE)1 
ix34 9Xlt?X25X15(E), xO%(‘) ‘24@) x14&2)) 
ixlSx25x15(1)~ xlSx34x14(1), x25x34xl5(1 + ‘> * %4(l + t, X24(t) xldt + % 
~xl~x25x15( 1 h Xl&%4X14(E2)~ x25x34xl5(1 + id 
. X14(E2 + te) x24(te) xlS(ic + @) 
hiX25%5(~ ), %%4X14(~)7 X25%4%5( 1 + fe2) Xl4(E + tc2> s2r(tc2) 
x x&Z + te)} 
(17) $w25X15(~2), %%4X14(1), x25%xd~2 + f) x14(1 + k12) %4(f) 
x Xl& + tc”)> 
(18) {Xl~X25X15(E2)~ X16X34X14(E2), x25x34x15(E2 + ie) X14(E2 + t, x24(te) 
. x&2 + tc)} 
(19) &%+%x15(~), %%%4(~2), x25%4x,5(c + 4 X14(Q2 + cat) 
. x24(4 %(t + r>> 
(20) h&5x15(4, %3%4X14(f), X25%4%5(E + c2f) X1*(< + 4 x24w 
. Xl& + tq> 
(21) hi~25X15(~)~ %3%4x,4(l), X25%4Xl5(~ + 0 x14(1 + 4 x24(f) 
. X&Z + k)} 
where e2 = E + 1 generates GF(4), t = 1, B, or e2, and I denotes the conjugate 
of t under the field automorphism E -+ ea. We shall identify the block of 
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points where x runs through the ith set by the number i. We see that X = X/K 
acts faithfully on the letters (1, 2,..., 21). 
Since 1 n 2 = (J&J, we conclude that K fixes MxI, , and hence, ties 
each point in A, . 
Now Mx,, is adjacent to exactly 4 points in the set of points in (1, which 
correspond to the block “1”. Among these 4 points, the point Mxs,x,x,,(l) 
in /Is is adjacent to exactly 1 point. It follows that K fixes each point in (1, . 
We have shown that K fixes each point in MN. 
The index of X,,, , the stabilizer of the blocks “1” and “2” in X’, in X is 
420. Since X1.8 fixes the blocks “4”, “5”, and “6”, and since (y3 , “5) C &Z , 
we conclude that F = X1,,,,,,,, is of index 2520 in X. Since Y n L acts 
transitively on the 16 remaining blocks, we see that the index of y, in P is 16. 
A direct check shows that the order of F, is 1 or 3 (depending on whether 
F, fixes a block in {3,8,9} or not). This gives us 
LEMMA 5.2. The group G$,C contains a normal subgroup K which fixes each 
of the 512points in MN, the points in r(a) which are adjacent o b. Furthermore, 
thegroupLKisofindexlor3inG$,,,andLnK=l. 
If J = Ku, then J fixes each point in NwJV. It is easy to check that Nws 
is adjacent to 256 points in NW&V, and is uniquely determined by these 
points. Also, Nw,ws is uniquely determined by the 192 points in NW&V to 
which it is adjacent. It follows that J fixes each point in A(a). Since c is 
uniquely determined by the 324 points in A(a) to which it is adjacent, 
we see that J fixes each point in r(a). It follows that J = K = 1, and 
hence, the index of G1 in G,* is 1 or 3. We conclude that the index of 
G in G* is 1 or 3. Since G is a simple group, we conclude that G is uniquely 
determined. This completes the proof of our theorem. 
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